PROHIBITED ITEMS ON RACE COURSE

**CERTAIN CONTAINERS**
Glass or any container capable of carrying more than 1 liter of liquid

**BACKPACKS**
Any similar item carried over the shoulder or handbag

**STROLLERS**

**PERSONAL HYDRATION SYSTEMS**
Such as CamelBak, etc.

**SUICASES & ROLLING BAGS**

**WEIGHT VESTS**
Or any vest with pockets

**COSTUMES**
Covering your face or any non-form-fitting, bulky outfits extending beyond the perimeter of the body

**OTHER**
Firearms and military and fire/gear and signs or flags larger than 11” x 17”

**ANY ITEM larger than 5x15x5 inches**

Security at any location will have the authority to disallow other products or materials that it deems inappropriate.